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JURISDICTION OVER THE APPEAL 
This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to Utah Code section 78A-4-103(2)U.) 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES AND STANDARDS OF REVIEW 
Issue No.1: In adopting Ordinance No. 10-08 ("Ordinance")_1 Park City violated several 
provisions of the Park City Land Management Code and/or the Park City General Plan. The 
District Court erred in sustaining the Ordinance in light of these violations. 
Standard of Review: Questions of whether local land use authority violated a law, 
statute, or ordinance in effect at the time the decision was made are reviewed directly with no 
deference given to the district court's decision. Fox v. Park City, 2008 UT 85, ,r 11,200 P.3d 
182, 185 ( citations omitted). 
Preservation of Issue No. 1: Issue No. I was presented to the District Court and 
preserved for appeal when it was briefed by both parties, argued during the October 27, 2014 
hearing on all three parties' Motions for Summary Judgment, and was the basis for the District 
Court's Order and Judgment.2 
STATUTES, ORDINANCES AND REGULATIONS 
UTAH CODE§ 78A-4-103(2)(j). Court of Appeals jurisdiction 
*** 
(2) The Court of Appeals has appellate jurisdiction, including jurisdiction of 
interlocutory appeals, over: 
*** (j) cases transferred to the Court of Appeals from the Supreme Court 
1 A copy of Park City ordinance 10-08 is attached hereto as Addendum B. 
2 (R. 220-28, 232-44, 247-70; Transcript at pp. 3-12; R. 300-02.) 
1 
UTAH CODE §78B-2-11 l. Failure of action--Right to commence new action 
(1) If any action is timely filed and the judgment for the plaintiff is reversed, or if 
the plaintiff fails in the action or upon a cause of action otherwise than upon the 
merits, and the time limited either by law or contract for commencing the action 
has expired, the plaintiff, or if he dies and the cause of action survives, his 
representatives, may commence a new action within one year after the reversal or 
failure. 
UTAH CODE§ 10-9a-801. No district court review until administrative remedies exhausted--Time 
for filing--Tolling of time--Standards governing court review--Record on review--Staying of 
decision 
(1) No person may challenge in district court a municipality's land use decision 
made under this chapter, or under a regulation made under authority of this 
chapter, until that person has exhausted the person's administrative remedies as 
provided in Part 7, Appeal Authority and Variances, if applicable. 
(2)(a) Any person adversely affected by a final decision made in the exercise of or 
in violation of the provisions of this chapter may file a petition for review of the 
decision with the district court within 30 days after the local land use decision is 
final. 
*** 
(4) The provisions of Subsection (2)(a) apply from the date on which the 
municipality takes final action on a land use application for any adversely affected 
third party, if the municipality conformed with the notice provisions of Part 2, 
Notice, or for any person who had actual notice of the pending decision. 
(5) If the municipality has complied with Section 10-9a-205, a challenge to the 
enactment of a land use ordinance or general plan may not be filed with the 
district court more than 30 days after the enactment. 
Park City Land Management Code § 15-7-1. Enactment of Subdivision General Provisions 
In order that land may be subdivided, or Lot lines adjusted in accordance with 
these purposes and policy, these Subdivision regulations are hereby adopted. 
Park City Land Management Code§ 15-7-2. Purpose of Subdivision General Provisions 
The purpose of the Subdivision regulations is: 
*** 
(B) To guide the future growth and Development of Park City, in accordance with 
the General Plan. 
*** 
(C) To provide for adequate light, air, and privacy [ ] and to prevent overcrowding 
of the land and undue congestion of population. 
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*** (G) To provide the most beneficial relationship between the Uses ofland and 
Buildings and the circulation of traffic, throughout the municipality, having 
particular regard to the avoidance of congestion in the Streets and highways, and 
the pedestrian traffic movements appropriate to the various Uses of land and 
Buildings, and to provide for the proper location and width of Streets and 
Building lines. 
Park City Land Management Code § 15-7-5. Interpretation, Conflict, and Severability 
*** 
(B)(l) These regulations are not intended to interfere with, abrogate, or annul any 
other ordinance, rule or regulation, statute, or other provision of law. Where any 
provision of these regulations imposes restriction different from those imposed by 
any other provision of these regulations or any other ordinance, rule or regulation, 
or other provision oflaw, whichever provisions are more restrictive or impose 
higher standards shall control. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND FACTS 
Nature of the Case. 
This case involves a challenge to the adoption of Park City Ordinance 10-08. The 
Ordinance approved the combination of three (3) separate parcels of land into a single lot, which, 
because it improperly and illegally allowed a vast increase on the allowable density of a 
development on the property, adversely affected neigi11boring and nearby property 
owners/Appellants David and Rosemary Olsen and Rick Margolis ("Residents"). (R. 2.) The 
Residents opposed the Ordinance since it was first proposed. (R. 2.) 
Course of Proceedings. 
On March 31, 2010, the Residents filed a complaint challenging the adoption of the 
Ordinance (Original Complaint). (R. 2, 54.) The Original Complaint was filed less than thirty 
(30) days after the publication and effective date of the Ordinance. (R. 2.) On July 12, 2011, the 
Original Complaint was dismissed for failure to timely serve under Rule 4 of the Utah Rules of 
Civil Procedure. (R. 55.) That dismissal was not on the merits. (R. 55.) 
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Pursuant to Utah Code Section 78B-2-111, Utah's "Savings Statutet the Residents filed 
a new Complaint on October 13, 2011 also challenging the adoption of the Ordinance (Re-filed 
Complaint). (R. 1-3, 55.) Specifically, the Residents alleged that the Ordinance violated and 
was inconsistent with the General Plan and Land Management Code of Park City, and that it was 
arbitrary, capricious and/or illegal. (R. 1-3.) The Re-filed Complaint was filed within one year 
of the dismissal of the Original Complaint. (R. 55.) 
The District Court granted Park City's Motion to Dismiss upon finding that the Original 
Complaint was "untimely" under Utah Code Section 10-9a-801 (5), and the Re-filed Complaint 
was therefore ban-ed under Utah Code Section 78B-2-111. (R. 56.) The Residents filed a Notice 
of Appeal on June 6, 2012 (R. 58-59). The Court of Appeals reversed and remanded. (R. 6 7-
74 ). The case was remitted on January 31, 2014. (R. 75-76.) 
Valley of Love, LLC (Valley of Love), the owner of the property was allowed to 
intervene as a real party in interest. (R. 77-86.) The Residents moved for summary judgment 
arguing that the Ordinance violated Park City's Land Management Code §§ 15-7-2 and 15-7-
S(B)(l) and provisions of its General Plan. (R. 218-28.) Park City and Valley of Love filed 
cross-motion for summary judgment. (R. 229-31, 245-46.) The parties fully briefed the 
motions. (R. 271-80, 289-98.) 
Disposition Below. 
The District Court heard oral argument on all the motions and granted the motions of 
Park City and Valley of Love finding that the Ordinance did not violate a law, ordinance, or 
statute in effect at the time the Ordinance was enacted. (R. 300-02.) 
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SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
The Court's review of a municipality's land use decision is limited to determining 
whether it was arbitrary, capricious, or illegal. See Springville Citizens for a Better Cmty. v. City 
of Springville, 1999 UT 25, ,r 22, 979 P .2d 332, 336; Utah Code Section 10-9a-801. However, a 
municipality's discretion is not unfettered and will not be upheld if it is found to violate one of ~ 
these standards. Id. When the City enacted the Ordinance, it did so in violation of several 
explicit and unambiguous provisions of the Park City Land Management Code and/or its General 
Plan and is, therefore, illegal. @ 
Substantively, the Ordinance was enacted to consolidate three separate parcels of land for 
the purpose of significantly increasing the building density than could be built on the individual 
parcels. Lot line consolidations enacted for this purpose are in violation of LMC § 15-7-5(8)(1) @ 
which mandates that such consolidations do not interfere with, abrogate, or annul a preexisting 
restrictions. 
Procedurally, the Ordinance was enacted without the City Council or Planning 
Commission ever having analyzed or even signific~"'1tly questioned the potential impacts that 
allowing the proposed massively increased development would have on overcrowding of the 
land, undue congestion of population, or on traffic circulation and congestion in the streets. Nor 
did the City consider alternative developments which could have provided a more beneficial 
relationship between the uses of the land and the impact it would have on neighboring parties. 
Enacting the Ordinance in such a manner violated § 15-7-2 which mandates that such procedural 
steps be taken prior to the enacting of such an ordinance. 
Finally, the Ordinance was enacted to allow for the development of a multi-unit housing 
project which will be built to the maximum scale allowed in the Residential Commercial zone. 
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While the lots in question do reside in the Residential Commercial zone, the General Plan 
indisputably distinguishes between what can be built along the eastern side of Empire Avenue, 
where this property is located, versus what can be built along the western side of Empire. 
Specifically, developments to the west of Empire are allowed to reach the maximum scale of the 
Residential Commercial zone, while developments on the eastern side are required to transition 
in scale to the lower densities in the older parts of the City down the slope. Because the 
Ordinance allowed for the maximum scale to be developed on the eastern side of Empire it is in 
violation of the General Plan. The Appellants have and will suffer prejudice as a result of the 
Ordinance. This prejudice was sufficiently established at the District Com1 level and has never 
been challenged. 
ARGUMENT 
The issue on appeal in this case is whether Park City's adoption of the Ordinance violated 
provisions of the Park City Land Management Code (LMC) and/or its General Plan and should 
be struck down because it violated a law, statute, or ordinance in effect at the time the decision 
was made. No deference should be given to the District Court's ruling. Specifically, the 
substance of the Ordinance and the procedure by which it was granted violated LMC §§ 15-7-2 
and 15-7-S(B)(l) and were not compliant with the General Plan. 
I. The Ordinance violates a law, statute, or ordinance in effect at the time the decision 
was made 
It is important to note that the Residents do not argue that a multi-dwelling unit could 
never have been lawfully approved by the City Council for the parcels in question. Rather, the 
Residents' argument is that the size of and the number of units in the proposed development and 
the manner in which it was approved violated several plainly stated and unambiguous provisions 
and policies of the LMC and General Plan. As stated above, the Ordinance in question granted a 
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lot line adjustment combining three separate lots into one "lot ofrecord" Under the LMC the 
new single lot would be entitled to more use density than the three lots even if the proposed 
building had been allowed to build over the existing lot lines. 
In Park City, the aggregation, adjustment, and subdivision of parcel boundaries is 
governed by Title 15 Chapter 7 of the LMC. When determining whether to grant a lot line 
adjustment, "[ m]unicipal zoning authorities are bound by the terms and standards of applicable 
zoning ordinances and are not at liberty to make land use decisions in derogation thereof .... 
Stated simply, the City cannot change the rules halfway through the game. The City was not 
entitled to disregard its mandatory ordinances." Springville Citizens, 1999 UT 25, ,r 30 (internal 
quotation and citations omitted). Furthermore: 
In interpreting the meaning of a statute or ordinance, we begin first by looking to 
the plain language of the ordinance. When examining the plain language, we must 
assume that each term included in the ordinance was used advisedly. 
Additionally, "statutory construction presumes that the expression of one should 
be interpreted as the exclusion of another." 
Carrier v. Salt Lake Cnty., 2004 UT 98, ,r 30, 104 P.3d 1208, 1216 (citing Biddle v. Wash. 
Terrace City, 1999 UT 110, ,r 14, 993 P .2d 875). Thus, when the City Council grants a lot line 
adjustment, it must do so in accordance with every plainly stated purpose and policy3 of Chapter 
7. Consequently, the City Council cannot simply change, ignore, or purposely misinterpret LMC 
provisions unfavorable to its position. 
A. The Ordinance violates LMC § 15-7-S(B)(l) 
The first provision that the Ordinance violates is LMC § I 5-7-5(B)(l) which provides 
that: 
3 "In order that land may be subdivided, or Lot lines adjusted in accordance with these purposes 
and policy, these Subdivision regulations are hereby adopted." LMC § 15-7-1. 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
[T]hese [lot line adjustment] regulations are not intended to interfere with, 
abrogate, or annul any other ordinance, rule or regulation, statute, or other 
provision of law. Where any provision of these regulations imposes restrictions 
different from those imposed by any other provision of these regulations or any 
other ordinance, rule or regulation , or other provision of law, whichever 
provisions are more restrictive or impose higher standards sha!L control. 
(emphasis added). In this case, the intended effect of the Ordinance was to increase the buildable 
square footage of the three separated lots from around 9,000 sq. ft. to nearly 13 ,000 sq. ft. on the 
aggregated lot.4 
. 
. I I Proposed Lot Parcel 1 Parcel 2 Parcel 3 3 Parcels Combined 
I 
PARCEL AREA 8.985 s.f. 
-! 2.221 s.f. 1.676 s.f. 12.882.62 s.r. 
- -
No. meles & No, metes& 
CURRENT LOT OF bounds. Will require No. metes & bounds and does 
RECORD easement across bounds not meet NIA Parcel 2 for access 
minimum lot size to Empire Avenue 
" 
- = ~--
- - - -----. yes . however. 
1.153 s.f. or parcel 
MEETS CRITERIA occupied by Snow 
FOR LEGAL LOT yes Storage no yes 
SIZE in zone? Easement and 
Publ ic Utility 
-
------ -
Easement I 
------ - ---
___ ,_ 
--
APPLIED F.A.R. = None (setbacks I None (setbacks 8,985 s.f. make parcel make parcel 12.882.62 s.f. 1.0 
unusable) unusable) 
·-Allowed Use: 
SINGLE 4.7 lots None (setbacks None (setbacks 6.8 lols 
FAMILY LOT (min. (yield ing 8 required make parcel make parcel (yielding parking for 
1.875 s.!J parking stalls) unusable) unusable I 12 cars) 
Allowed Use: 2.4 lots None (does not None (does not 3.4 tots 
DUPLEX LOT (yielding 8 required meet minimum lot meet minimum lot (yielding parlling for 
(min. 3.750 s.f.) parking stalls) size) size) 12 cars) 
--·-- --- ---- -per F.A.R. = 
per FAR.= 8985 12.882.62 s.f. Conditional Use: None (setbacks None (setbacks (proposed CUP Multi-
MULTI-UNIT s.f. (parking would make parcel make parcel Unit Dwelling of ten be based on unit DWELLING 
size) unusable) unusable) units yields 12 parking stalls based 
-
I I on unit sizes) 
In other words, the Ordinance was enacted. for the sole purpose of abrogating or annulling the 
buildable square footage restrictions imposed by a separate ordinance5 on two of the three 
parcels to create a lot with a much higher building density. This is a clear violation of 15-7-
4 (R. 145), February 15, 2010 City Council Staff Report Chart . 
5 See LMC § 15-2.16-3(C), (E), (G). 
8 
5(B)(l) as conflicting regulations and restrictions must be settled in favor of the higher 
restriction. Essentially, the City Council was well within its power to aggregate the three lots 
into one; however, the buildable square footage on the resulting lot could not equal more than the 
buildable square footage on the separated lots. The LMC prohibits the synergy that the 
Ordinance allowed. 
Valley of Love argued to the District Court that this provision should not extend to 
setback restrictions because "[i]t defies reason that the language cited above was intended to lock 
the density level of all of the lots in Park City at the current level."6 However, as counsel for 
Park City openly admitted during oral arguments on the hearing on the multiple motions for 
summary judgment, Park City has in fact imposed such density restrictions on developments 
receiving lot line adjustments in the past in order to stay compatible with neighboring buildings. 
Sometimes, we'll see ordinances that there's [sic] worries about compatibility 
with other buildings in the neighborhood. So maybe there's a restriction on the 
gross floor area of whatever's built, but the design of the building itself is not -
you know, that's not part of the subdivision. (R. 314) Transcript at p. 17. 
Additionally, applying 5(B) to setback requirements does not "lock" the density at its 
current level as suggested, it merely requires that building density be increased through means 
other than lot line adjustments. Such density adjustments are routinely made through zoning and 
general plan amendments. Consequently, if the City Council is unhappy with these effects, it 
should use the legislative process to amend the language of the LMC; however, it cannot just 
simply ignore or misinterpret 5(B) as it did when it enacted the Ordinance. 
Ultimately, 5(B) clearly and unambiguously requires that any regulation imposed on a 
parcel prior to adjustment must remain in place if it is more restrictive than the subsequent 
6 Appellee's Memorandum in Support of Summary Disposition, at 5 (attached as Addenda C). 
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regulation. The true effect of applying this provision to setback requirements is that parcel 
boundaries may be changed, aggregated, or subdivided to facilitate practical building needs; 
however, the resulting parcels may not have less restrictions and greater building rights than 
were applicable in their previous state. This provides greater level of certainty for surrounding 
lot owners and requires developers to seek additional building rights through readily available 
means other than a simple lot line adjustment; these results are in no way unreasonable as the 
Appellee asserts. 
B. The Ordinance violates LMC § 15-7-2 
In addition to the substantive 5{B) violation, the Ordinance violates several procedural 
aspects of LMC § 15-7. Specifically, it is clear from § 15-7-1 that lot lines are to be adjusted in 
accordance with the stated purposes of the Chapter. As outlined above, the purpose for which 
the Ordinance was granted was to increase the total available building density on the 
undeveloped parcels. Not only is this not one of the allowable purposes found under§ 15-7-2, 
the manner in which the Ordinance was enacted in fact violated two of the stated purposes oflot 
line adjustments: (1) "to ... prevent overcrowding of the land and undue congestion of 
population;" and (2) "to provide the most beneficial relationship between the uses ofland and 
buildings and the circulation of traffic, throughout the municipality, having particular regard to 
the avoidance of congestion in the streets and highways .... "7 
It is clear from these provisions, and from the 5(B) provision discussed in the previous 
section, that the LMC requires special consideration be given to the impact that adjusting lot 
lines will have on the surrounding parcels and their occupants. When considering the effect that 
granting the Ordinance had on the surrounding properties, it is important to note the unique 
7 See LMC § 15-7-2(C), (G). 
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aspects of the area. First, Empire A venue is a narrow two lane street that runs from Park A venue 
(the main vehicle corridor in Park City), passes along the principal parking lot of Park City 
Mountain Resort, 8 and continues on a short distance to provide access to a number of single 
family residences. This road is the main entrance point for vehicles and pedestrians to access the 
ski resort. Second, because of the narrow and busy road conditions, Empire A venue is already 
extremely congested and can become a difficult area to travel in during peak times.9 Third, these 
difficult conditions are further exacerbated each winter by the massive amounts of snow that 
cause further narrowing and congestion of the street and surrounding parking lots. 10 
With these conditions in mind, the fact that the City Council granted the Ordinance which 
allowed for a 24-bedroom unit to be built with intentions to house 36-48 occupants while only 
providing a total of twelve parking spaces11 is not only unreasonable, essentially per se, it 
procedurally violates the cited purpose statements. These provisions require that lot line 
adjustments be made only if they do not cause overcrowding and undue congestion and only if 
they provide the most beneficial relationship between the uses of the land and the traffic 
congestion. In order for a lot line adjustment to meet these requirements, some analysis had to 
have been done and alternative options had to have been considered to ensure that the new 
development would not create substantial additional negative impacts to the vehicular and 
pedestrian traffic in the area. How can you rationally state that something is the "most 
beneficial" outcome if you never check out any other possible outcome? You can't compare an 
8 (R. 155-56), Staff Report Exhibit C. 
9 Id. at 183, October 26, 2009 Public Input. 
10 Id. at 176, December 9, 2009 Planning Commission Meeting. 
11 Id. at 181. 
11 
apple with an orange if you do not even take a look at the orange. A mere declaration by fiat 
does not meet the requirements of the LMC which requires an actual analysis. 
In this case, absolutely no analysis of the allowed existing development or of the possible 
impacts to traffic conditions was prepared. 12 In fact, the only justification provided for the poor 
parking conditions of this development was a reference to another project done in 2001 in the 
City. 13 Yet, that project consisted of 200 square foot units that were designed to accommodate 
only one occupant, and, even in that project, there were 1.5 parking spaces per room while here 
there is only .5 spaces per room. 14 Because this development has 24 bedrooms and is designed 
to accommodate 36-48 residents with only twelve off-street parking spaces, there is a potential 
for 24-36 cars without a place to park; by necessity, these cars will be forced to park on the 
streets and in the surrounding parking lots which are already congested from ski resort traffic and 
snow. 15 Counsel for the developer basically admitted to such during the planning commission 
hearings: 
Commissioner Luskin remarked that the parking is based on square footage and 
there are 24 bedrooms and 12 parking spaces. For this type of dwelling, he 
envisioned that the tenants would use a minimum of 12 parking spaces. 
Commissioner Luskin understood that there was no room for additional parking 
beyond the 12 spaces. Mr. Elliott replied that this was correct. Commissioner 
Luskin wanted to [sic] what would happen if people had more than one car. Mr. 
Elliott stated that additional cars would not have the ability to park there because 
they would not be issued a parking pass. 16 
12 Id. at 186, October 26, 2009 Public Input. 
13 Id. at 174, December 9, 2009 Planning Commission Meeting. 
14 Id. 
15 Id. at 175; (R. 186), Staff Report Exhibit G. 
16 Id. at 175. 
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The Applicant has argued that there will be strict management of who may park in those 
twelve spaces, but this in no way alleviates the problems that the surrounding neighbors will be 
faced with on a daily basis. 17 The fact that this type of development was approved without any 
analysis into its probable effects on traffic and without considering whether other types of 
development could provide a more beneficial use of the land is clearly a procedural violation of ii) 
the LMC and is not in accordance with the stated purposes of lot line consolidations. 
C. The Ordinance violates the General Plan 
The third and final purpose statement with which the Ordinance violates is that lot line 
consolidations "guide the future growth and development of Park City, in accordance with the 
General Plan." 18 The General Plan in place at the time of the Ordinance stated the following: 
The area at the base of the Park City Mountain Resort is currently zoned 
Recreation Commercial. While the development associated with the ski area 
itself is (and will be) very dense, the RC area to the east has served as a transition 
zone to lower densities. The entire area is currently zoned Recreation 
Commercial. To better address future development in the area, the following 
objectives are recommended: 
• Examine and make modifications to ensure that new structures to the east 
of Empire Avenue provide skier bed base, while allow[ing] for a transition 
of scale to Park A venue. Eliminate the option for commercial uses and 
emphasize that commercial uses occur at the ski resort base only. 
• Specify density requirements for the RC zone that more closely match or 
can actually be built on the parcels. 
• Refine design guidelines for the area to provide the necessary transition 
between the historic area and the resort area. 
Park City has argued that the Ordinance does not violate the General Plan because its 
density conforms to the density allowed in the RC zone. 19 However, the General Plan very 
11 Id. 
18 LMC § 15-7-2(8). 
19 (R. 136), February 25, 2010 City Council Hearing. 
13 
clearly and unambiguously makes a distinction between what can be developed on the western 
side of Empire as compared to the eastern side. Specifically, the western side is allowed to reach 
the maximum scale of the RC zone, but the eastern side must fall somewhere in between the 
maximum scale and the lower densities feathering towards the old portions of the City below. 
The lots in question in this case are east of Empire A venue and, therefore, are required by the 
General Plan to provide skier bed base transitioning in scale to Park A venue. The Ordinance is 
in violation with the General Plan because it grants the Applicant the right to develop the 
property literally to the maximum scale allowed in the RC zone,20 which was specifically 
restricted to those areas west of Empire. Appellees provided no justification for the discrepancy 
between what the General Plan directs and what the City Council approved in the Ordinance. 
II. Appellants have been prejudiced by the Ordinance 
When a statute or ordinance is found to be illegal under a preexisting ordinance, the 
plaintiff must then demonstrate that he has been prejudiced by the city's noncompliance.21 
Having above established the illegality of the Ordinance, Appellants are entitled relief from the 
District Court's summary judgment order because: (I) the Appellants satisfied t.lie element of 
prejudice at the trial court; and (2) even if the Appellants failed to demonstrate prejudice, the 
proper remedy is for the Court to remand that issue back to the trail court. 
A. Appellants sufficiently established prejudice 
A showing of prejudice requires that a party establish how "the City's decision would 
have been different and what relief, if any, they are entitled to as a result."22 The Appellants 
20 Id. at 144, 148, Staff Report on Replat. 
21 Springville Citizens, 1999 UT 25, ,r 31; see, also, Cedar Mountain Environmental v. Tooele 
County, 2009 UT 34, ,r,r 10 - 14. 
22 Id. 
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have argued from the beginning that had the City Council appropriately followed its LMC and 
General Plan, the lot line consolidation would have been granted with the stipulation that the 
square footage of the development conform to the pre-Ordinance square footage, around 9,000 
sq. ft. It also would have inquired into and considered what effects such a development would 
have on the existing vehicle and pedestrian traffic in the area. Had the City Council taken these 
steps, the resulting Ordinance would not have been illegal and could have proceeded without 
court intervention. The Appellants have also argued from the beginning that they are entitled to 
having the ordinance struck down as a result of these violations. Thus the Appellants have met 
the Springville Citizens requirement for establishing prejudice. 
CONCLUSION 
The City Council was "bound by the terms and standards of applicable zoning 
ordinances" and "cannot change the rules halfway through the game. "23 The plain language of 
these provisions supports the Appellants' arguments that the Ordinance violated provisions of the 
LMC and General Plan. The Appellants have sufficiently shown that they were prejudiced by ® 
the approval Ordinance, and even if not, the proper place to adjudicate prejudice is at the trial 
court level. Therefore, substantial evidence exists that the district court's granting of summary 
judgment should be reversed on appeal. For the foregoing reasons, the Court should reverse the 
District Court's summary judgment and remand the case for further adjudication. 
ADDENDA 
Attached hereto as an addenda are: (A) the District Court's Final Order and Judgment; 
(B) Park City Ordinance No. 10-08; and (C) Appellee's Memorandum in Support of Summary 
Disposition. 
23 Springville Citizens, 1999 UT 25, ,r 32. 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR SUMMIT COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
DAVID and ROSEMARY OLSEN; DIANNE and 
WILLIAM NEWLAND; RICK MARGOLIS, 
Petitioners, 
VS. 
PARK CITY MUNICIPAL CORPORATION, and 
VALLEY OF LOVE, LLC, 
Respondents. 
FINAL ORDER AND JUDGMENT 
Civil No. 110500786 
Judge Todd M. Shaughnessy 
This matter came before the Court for oral argument on the parties' cross-motions for summary 
judgment on October 27, 2014. Bruce R. Baird appeared for Petitioners, Polly Samuels McLean 
appeared for Respondent Park City Municipal Corporation, and Eric P. Lee appeared for 
Respondent Valley of Love, LLC. 
Having reviewed the parties' written submissions and heard oral argument, the Court ruled from 
the bench, concluding: 
1. The material facts are not in dispute. 
2. To the extent Petitioners challenge Ordinance No. I 0-08 as arbitrary or capricious, 
the challenge fails. When a municipality makes a land use decision as a function 
December 02, 2014 05:02 PM 1 of 3 
of its legislative powers, courts have held that such a decision is not arbitrary and 
capricious so long as the grounds for the decision are "reasonably debatable." 
Bradley v. Payson City Co,p., 2003 UT 16, 1 I 0. Here, it is reasonably debatable 
that Ordinance No. I 0-08 promotes the general welfare. Accordingly, Petitioners 
failed to meet their burden with regard to this extraordinarily deferential standard of 
review. 
3. To the extent Petitioners challenge the ordinance as illegal, the challenge also fails. 
Ordinance No. I 0-08 converts three metes and bounds parcels into one platted lot of 
record. 
The adoption of Ordinance No. 10-08 did not violate Park City's Land Management Code, Park 
City's General Plan, or any other law, statute, or ordinance in effect at the time it was adopted. 
4. For these reasons, Petitioners' motion for summary judgment is denied and Respondents' 
motions for summary judgment are granted. 
Based on the foregoing final order,judgment is hereby entered on all claims and defenses in 
favor of Respondents and against Petitioners. 
DATED this __ day of November, 2014. 
BY THE COURT: 
Judge Todd Shaughnessy, District Court Judge 
Approved as to form: 
BRUCE R. BAIRD PC 
Isl Bruce R. Baird 
2 
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Bruce R. Baird 
Attorney for Petitioners 
PARK CITY MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
Isl Polly Samuels McLean 
Polly Samuels McLean 
Attorney for Respondent Park City Municipal Corporation 
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Ordinance No. 10-08 
AN ORDINANCE APPROVING THE 1440 EMPIRE AVENUE SUBDIVISION LOCATED AT 
1440 EMPIRE AVENUE, PARK CITY, UTAH 
WHEREAS, the owner of the property located at 1440 Empire Avenue have petitioned 
the City Council for approval of the 1440 Empire Avenue Replat subdivision; and 
WHEREAS, the property was properly noticed and posted according to the requirements of 
the Land Management Code; and 
WHEREAS, proper legal notice was sent to all affected property owners; and 
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission held a public hearing on October 14, 2009, to receive 
input on the 1440 Empire Avenue Replat subdivision; 
WHER~S. the Planning Commission, on October 14,.2009, forwarded a positive 
recommendation to the City Council; and, 
WHEREAS, the City Council held a public hearing on October 29, 2009, t_o receive input 
on the 1440 Empire Avenue Replat subdivision; 
WHEREAS, the City Council remanded the Plat back to Planning Commission on 
October 29, 2009; and, 
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission held a public hearing on December 9, 2009, to 
receive input on the 1440 Empire Avenue Replat subdivision; 
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission, on December 9, 2009, forwarded a positive 
recommendation to the City Council; and, 
WHEREAS, the City Council held a public hearing on February 25, 2010, to receive input 
on the 1440 Empire Avenue Replat subdivision; 
WHEREAS, it is in the best interest of Park City, Utah to approve the 1440 Empire Avenue 
Replat subdivision. 
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT ORDAINED by the City Council of Park City, Utah as follows: . 
SECTION 1. APPROVAL. The 1440 Empire Avenue Replat subdivision as shown in 
Attachment 1 is approved subject to the following Findings of Facts, Conclusions of Law, and 
Conditions of Approval: 
Findings of Fact: 
1. The property is located at 1440 Empire Avenue in the Recreation Commercial (RC) zoning 
district. 
2. The subject property encompasses parcels 1, 2 and 3 Into Lot A 1440 Empire Avenue Replat 
3. The proposed amended plat would result in one lot of record of 12,882.62 square feet. 
140002 
4. The proposed plat dedicates a snow storage easement on the west side of the lot, identifies 
a public utility easement also on the west side, and identifies an existing 3' snow shed 
easement to the south. 
5. The proposed subdivision will not create substandard lots on the neighboring lots. 
6. The applicant is proposing the combination of the parcels in order to facilitate a Conditional 
Use Permit for a Multi-Unit Dwelling. 
7. All findings within the Analysis section and the recitals above are incorporated herein as 
findings of fact. 
8. The proposed lot size is compatible with the zone and other developments in the area. 
Conclusions of Law: 
1. There is good cause for this subdivision. 
2. The subdivision is consistent with the Park City Land Management Code and applicable 
State law regarding subdivisions. 
3. Neither the public nor any person will be materially injured by the proposed subdivision. 
4. Approval of the subdivision, subject to the conditions stated below, does not adversely affect 
the health, safety and welfare of the citizens of Park City. 
Conditions of Approval: 
1. The City Attorney and City Engineer wm review and approve the final form and content of the 
subdivision for compliance with State law, the Land Management Code, and the conditions 
of approval, prior to recordation of the plat. 
2. The applicant will record the subdivision at the County within one year from the date of City 
Council approval. If recordation has not occurred within one year•s time, this approval for the 
plat. will be void. 
3. A 10 foot wide public snow storage easement shall be dedicated along the properties 
frontage to Empire Avenue. 
4. The location of the drive entrance will be evaluated by the City Engineer to minimize conflicts 
with existing streets and drives. 
SECTION 2. EFFECTIVE DATE. This Ordinance shall take effect upon publication. 
PASSED AND ADOPTED this 25th day of February, 2010. c: Cffy MUNICIFIAL CORPORATION 
~A,/4~ 
Mayor Dana Williams 
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Eric P. Lee (4870) 
JessicaP. Wilde (11801) 
Justin J. Keys (13774) 
JONES WALDO HOLBROOK & MC_DONOUGH, PC 
1441 West Ute Boulevard, Suite 330 
Park City, Utah 84098 
Telephone: (435) 655-3071 
Facsimile: (435) 200-0084 
Attorneys for Defendant Valley of Love, LLG_ 
IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
DAVID and ROSEMARY OLSEN; DIANNE and 
WILLIAM NEWLAND; RICK MARGOLIS, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
PARK CITY MUNICIPAL CORPORATION, 
a Utah municipal co1poration, and VALLEY OF 
LOVE, LLC, a Utah Limited Liability Company, 
Defendants. 
VALLEY OF LOVE, LLC'S 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
DISPOSITION 
Case No. 20141193 
District Case No. 110500786 
Defendant/ Appellee Valley of Love, LLC f'V alley of Love") submits this Memorandum in 
Support of its Motion for Summary Disposition. 
INTRODUCTION 
Plaintiffs/ Appellants David and Rosemai-y Olsen, Dianne and William Newland, and Rick 
Margolis ts grounds for appeal are so insubstantial as to not merit further proceedings or 
consideration by this court. TI1us, Valley of Love requests that the court of appeals resolve this 
matter by summaiily affirming the order of the trial court. 
BACKGROUND 
The material facts are not in dispute. Valley of Love sought approval from the Park City 
City Council to combine three metes and boW1ds parcels into one lot of record The separate parcels 
consisted of one large 8,985 square foot parcel and two smaller parcels of2,221 square feet and 
1,676 square feet. 
Due to the size of the parcels and municipal setback requirements, only the larger parcel 
was buildable. Park City's Land Management Code allowed an 8,985 square foot building on that 
parcel. The two smaller parcels were unbuildable. But by combining tlie parcels into a single lot, 
the impact of the setback requirements could be minimized and the buildable area could be 
increased to 12,882 square feet. 
On February 25, 2010, the City Council approved Ordinance No. 10·08 (the"Ordh1ance"), 
which combined the three separate parcels into a single lot. The Ordinance was published in the 
local newspaper on March 3, 2010, 
DISCUSSION 
Utah Rule of Appellate Procedure 10 provides that the court of appeals may "affirm the 
order or judgment 'Which is the subject of review on the basis that the grounds for review are so 
insubstantial as not to merit further proceedings and consideration by the appellate court."1 
Here, Plaintiffs do not appeal the trial coures determination that "[tJhe material facts are not 
in dispute.''2 Nor do they contest the trial court's conclusion that "it is reasonably debatable that 
1 Utah R. App. P. I0(a)(2)(A); see also Wells Fargo Bankv. Strattong Jensen, LLC, 2012 UT 
App 40, ~ 1,273 P.3d 383. 
2 December 2, 2014 Final Order and Judgment (Attached as Exhibit A), at 1. 
2 
® 
Ordinance No. 10-08 promotes the general welfare. "3 Rather, Plaintiffs raise a single issue on 
appeal: "Was the District Court correct in holding that the City's approval was lawful?"4 Plaintiffs 
take issue with the trial coU1t's third conclusi011: "To the extent [Plaintiffs] challenge the ordinance 
as illegal, the challenge also fails, Ordinance No. 10-08 converts three metes and bounds parcels 
into one platted lot of record. "5 
Utah Code § 10-9a-801 outlines the appropriate standard courts should apply in reviewing 
municipal ordinances. Section 10-9a-801(3)(d) states that "[a] determination of illegality requires 
a detennination that the decision, ordinance, or regulation violates a law, statute, or ordinance in 
effect at the time the decision was made or the 01·dinance or regulation adopted." Even if Plaintiffs 
prove illegality, this "does not automatically entitle [them] to the relief they request."6 Plaintiffs 
must also establish that they were prejudiced by the Ordinance's alleged illegality.? 
A. Plaintiffs cannot meertheir burden to prove that the Ordinance is Illegal because the 
Ordinance does not violate any of the provisions Plaintiffs cite. 
"[M]unicipal land use decisions as a whole are generally entitled to a 'great deal of 
deference, mg Zoning decisions are presumed valid9 and courts ''will not interfere with that decision 
except in the most extreme cases. "10 Given this deferential approach, this court has held that it is 
'the court's duty to resolve all doubts in favor' of the municipality, and the burden is on the plaintiff 
3 Id at 2. 
4 January 22, 2015 Docketing Statement (Attached as Exhibit B), at 2. 
s Exhibit A, at 2. 
6 Springville Citizens for a Better Cmty. v. City of Springville, 1999 UT 25, 1 31, 979 P .2d 33 2. 
1 Id 
8 Bradley v. Payson City Corp., 2003 UT 16,110, 70 P.3d47 (quoting Springville Citizens, 1999 
UT25, 123). 
9 Harmon CUy, Inc. v. Draper City, 2000 UT App 31, 17,997 P.2d 321. 
10 Bradley, 2003 UT 16,124. 
3 
challenging a municipal land use decision to show that the municipal action was clearly beyond the 
city's power."11 
The Ot·dinance was enacted for the purpose of combining three parcels into a single lot of 
record. Plaintiffs contend that consolidation of the parcels and the resulting increased build.able 
space is illegal because it violates Park City's Land Management Code (the ''LMC') and the Park 
City General Plan (the "General Plan"). 
part: 
Plainti:fm first cite the pwpose statement of the LMC. That provision provides in relevant 
The purpose of the Subdivision regulation is ..• [t]o guide the future growth and 
Development of Park City, in accordance with the Genera] Plan ... [t]o prevent 
overcrowding of the land and undue congestion of population, ... [and] [t]o provide 
the most beneficial relationship between the Uses of Land and Buildings and the 
circulation of traffic, throughout the municipality, having particular regard to the 
avoidance of congestions in the streets and highways, and the pedes1rian traffic 
movements appropriate to the various Uses of Land and Buildings. 
LMC§ 15-7-2. 
Assuming for the sake of this argument that an ordinance can be deemed illegal 
under a purpose statement, the Ordinance in no way conflicts with this purpose statement. 
The consolidation of tln:ee parcels into a single lot guide<l; the future growth and 
development of Park City while keeping the congestion on those parcels below the 
maximum provided for that area of the General Plan. The Ordinance increased the 
beneficial use of 1l1e land and decreased congestion by allowing additional building in a 
walkable area of Park City. Plaintiffs fall far short of meeting their heavy burden to prove 
that the Ordinance violated. this provision, 
ll Jd.1J 12. 
4 
Plaintiffs next cite LMC § 15-7-5(8), 1he general conflict provision of the LMC. TI1at 
section states in relevant part: 
These regulations are not intended to interfere with, abrogate, or annul any other 
ordinance, rule or regulation, statute, or other provision of law. Where any provision 
of these regulations imposes restriction different from those imposed by any other 
provision of these regulations or any other ordinance, rule or regulation, or other 
provision of law, whichever provisions are more restrictive or impose higher 
standards shall control. 
LMC § 15-7-(b)(l). 
Plaintiffs contend that the density increase that results from combining the parcels into a 
single lot interferes with, abrogates, or annuls the density restrictions placed on the parcels when 
separate. Under Plaintiffs' interpretation of the conflict provision of the LMC, any change in lot 
lines within Park City that increased the buildable area of the lot would be illegal because the new, 
larger lot would allow greater density than was allowed before the lot line change. It defies reason 
that the language cited above was intended to lock the density level of all of the lots it1 Park City at 
the current level. Plaintiffs' argument based on§ 15-7-(b)(l) stretches the code language beyond its 
plain intent 
Plaintiffs also argue that the Ordinance violates the applicable provision of the Park City 
General Plan. Plaintiffs quote the following language from the General Plan to support their 
argument. 
The area at the base of the Park City Mountain Resort is currently zoned Recreation 
Commercial. While the development associated with the sld area itself is (and will 
be) very dense, the RC area .to the east has served as a transition zone to lower 
densities. The entire area is currently zoned Recreation Commercial, To better 
address future development in the area, the following objectives are recommended: 
5 
• Examine and make modifications to ensure that new structures to the east of 
Empire A venue provide slder bed base, while allow[ing] for a transition of 
scale to Park Avenue. Eliminate the option for commercial uses and 
emphasize that commercial uses occur at the sld resort base only. 
• Specify density requirements for the RC zone that more closely match or can 
actually be built on the parcels. 
e Refine design guidelines for the area to provide the necessary transition 
between the historic area and the resort area. 
The Ordinance does not contravene the recommendations of the General Plan. The 
language quoted by Plaintiffs does not preclude the conversion of three parcels into a single plot of 
record. The Ordinance did not alter the zoning to allow for a commercial puipose and, while the 
combination of the parcels increased the density allowed, this aggregation conformed to the density 
allowed in the zone. The Ordinance is an example of the City Council examining and making 
modifications to plot lines to "ensure that new structures to the east of Empire Avenue provide skier 
base." So to the ex.tent the recommendations of the General Plan are considered binding, the 
Ordinance did not violate those recommendations. 
B. Plaintiffs' illegality claim fails because Plaintiffs have not provided any evidence that 
they suffered prejudice as a result of the enactment of the Ordinance. 
Even if Plaintiffs could meet their burden to prove the illegality of the Ordinance, they 
have failed to provide any evidence that they were pr~udiced by the alleged illegality. The Utah 
Sup1·en1e CoUl't has instructed that in addition to proving illegality, Plaintiffs ''must establish that 
they were prejudiced by the City's noncompliance with its ordinances or, in other words, how, if at 
all, the City's decision would have been different and what relief, if any, they are entitled to as a 
6 
i ft 
result. ''12 Plaintiffs ignored this requirement before the trial court and do not remedy this defect on 
appeal. Plaintiffs' failure to demonstrate prejudice provides an alternative ground for this court to 
grant summary disposition in this instance. 
CONCLUSION 
This is a straightforward case. The City Council used its legislative authority to issue an 
Ordinance combining three separate parcels into a single lot of record. The Ordinance did not 
violate any terms of die LMC or General Plan and is not illegal. And even if the Ordinanre were 
illegal, Plaintiffs have failed to demonstrate how they were prejudiced by the Ordinance. For all 
of these reasons, the court should summarily resolve this appeal in favor ofV alley of Love. 
DATED this 17th day of February, 2015. 
0 HOLBROOK & MCDONOUGH, PC 
EricP. Lee/ 
JessicaP. filde 
Justin J. Keys 
Attorneys for Defendant Valley of Love, LLC 
12 Springville Citizens, 1999 UT 25,131; see also Suarez v. Grand Cnty., 2012 UT 72, 157, 296 
P .3d 688 ("For us to set aside Ordinance 454 due to illegality, we must first determine that the 
ordinance does not comply with the terms and standards of applicable zoning ordinances already 
in place. Second, Citizens must establish that they were prejudiced by the [County's] non~ 
compliance with its ordinances or, in other wo1·ds, how, if at all, the [County's] decision would 
have been different and what relief, ifany, they are entitled to as a result.'' (citations and intemal 
quotation marks omitted)). 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 17th day of February, 2015, I served a tl.'ue and 
correct copy of the foregoing Valley of Love, UC's Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Summary Disposition via email to the following: 
Mark Hmington - mark@parkcity.org 
Polly Samuels McLean~ pmclean@parkcity.org 
Park City Municipal Corporation 
445 Marsac Avenue 
P.O. Box 1480 
Park City, Utah 84060 
Bruce R. Baird - bbaird@difficultdirt.com 
BRUCE R. BAIRD PC 
2150 South 1300 East, Suite 500 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 
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The Order of Court is stated below: 
Dated: December 02, 2014 /SI Todd 
Eric P. Lee ( 4870) 
JONES WALDO HOLBROOK & MCDONOUGH, PC 
1441 West Ute Boulevard, Suite 330 
Park City, Utah 84098 
Telephone: ( 435) 655-3071 
Facsimile: (435) 200-0084 
Attorneys for Respondent Valley of Love, LLC 
05:02:21 PM Dist.do 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR SUMMIT COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
DAVID and ROSEMARY OLSEN; DIANNE and 
WILLIAM NEWLAND; RICK MARGOLIS, 
Petitioners, 
vs. 
PARK CITY MUNICIPAL CORPORATION, and 
VALLEY OF LOVE, LLC, 
Respondents. 
FINAL ORDER AND JUDGMENT 
Civil No. 110500786 
Judge Todd M. Shaughnessy 
This matter cmne before the Court for oml argument on the parties' cross-motions for summary 
judgment on October 27, 2014. Bruce R. Baird appeared for Petitioners, Polly Samuels McLean 
appeared for Respondent Park City Municipal Corporation, and Eric P. Lee appeared for 
Respondent Valley of Love, LLC. 
Having reviewed the parties' written submissions and heard oral argumen~ 1he Court ruled from 
the bench, concluding: 
1. The material facts are not .i.t1 dispute. 
2. To the extent Petitioners challenge Ordinance No. 10-08 as arbitrary or capricious, 
the challenge fails. When a municipality makes a land use decision as a function 
December 02, 2014 05:02 PM 1 of3 
of its legislative powers, courts have held that such a decision is not arbitrary and 
capricious so long as the grounds for the decision are "reasonably debatable." 
.Bradley v. Payson City Corp., 2003 UT 16, 1 1 0. Here, it is reasonably debatable 
that Ordinance No. 10-08 promotes the general welfare. Accordingly, Petitioners 
failed to meet their burden with regard to this extraordinarily deferential standard of 
review. 
3. To the extent Petitioners challenge the ordinance as illegal, the challenge also fails. 
Ordinance No. 10-08 converts three metes and bounds parcels into one platted lot of 
record 
The adoption of Ordinance No. 10-08 did not violate Parle City's Land Management Code, Park 
City's General Plan, or any other law, statute, or ordinance in effect at the time it was adopted. 
4. For these reasons, Petitioners' motion for summary judgment is denied and Respondents' 
motions for summary judgment are granted. 
Based on the foregoing fmal order,judgment is hereby entered on all claims and defenses in 
favor of Respondents and against Petitioners. 
DATED this __ day ofNovember, 2014. 
BY THE COURT: 
Judge Todd Shaughnessy, District Court Judge 
Approved as to form: 
BRUCE R. BAIRD PC 
Isl Bruce R Baird 
2 
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Bruce R. Baird 
Attorney for Petitioners 
PARK CITY MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
Isl Polly Samuels MoLean 
Polly Samuels McLean 
Attorney for Respondent Park City Municipal Corporation 
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EXBIBITB 
BruceR. Baird (#00176) 
BRUCE R. BAIRD PC 
2150 South 1300 Bast, Suite 500 
Salt Lake City• Utah 84106 
Telephone: (801) 328-1400 
Facsimile: (801) 328-1444 
&mail: bbaird@difficultdirt,oom. 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFFS/APPELLANTS 
RECEIVED 
JAN 2 6 2015 
JON~SWA!.DO 
HOLBROOK & MCOONOUaH, PO 
IN TEE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
DA V1D and ROSEMARY OLSEN; 
DIANNE and WILLIAM NEWLAND; RICK 
MARGOLIS, 
Plaintiffs/ Appellants 
v. 
PARK CITY MUNICP AL 
CORPORATION, a UtahmU1tlcipal 
corporation; and VALLEY OF LOVE, LLC, 
a Utah limited liability company., 
Defendants/Appellees, 
DOCKETING STATEMENT 
CaseNo. 20141193 
Distrlct Court Case No, 110500786 
PUl·suant to Rule 9, Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure, Plaintiffs/Appellants David and 
Rosemary Olsen and Rick Margolis submit this Docketing Statement. 
. . . 
1. Nature of the proceeding, This appeal is from a Final Order and Judgment of the 
Third District Cow·t fo1• Swnmit CountY,, 
2, Jndsdiction. Thi~ Courthasjtttiadictionpursuantto § 78A-4-103, Utah Code Ann, 
3. Relevant dates. 
a.. The Ruling and Otde1· appealed from was entered on December 2, 2014, 
b. TI1e Notice of Appeal orpelition was filed 011 December 30, 2014. 
' @ 
c. No motions pursuant to Rules SO(b), 52(b), or 59, Utah Rules ofCtvil 
Procedure, were filed. 
· 4. Inmate mailbox rule, Not applicable, 
5. Rule ~4(b ). This appeal is not from an order in a multiple party nor h1 a multiple 
claim case in which the judgment has been certified as a final judgment by 1he trial court 
pU1·suant to Rule 54(b ), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
6, Crhninal Cases. Not applicable. 
7. Issues on appeal. Plaintiffs/ Appellants intend to assert the following issue on appeal: 
Park City's Land Management Code requ.it•ed compliance with the Code and General 
Plan as a condition for approving a "subdivision'' that combined existing lots of record. The 
subdivision proposed by Valley of Love and approved by the City significantly increased 
building density that would othe1wise have been possible with the pal.'oels existing in their 
separated state. That increased density violated the Cityts Code, 1he General Plan and the City's 
admitted prior ptactices. Was the District Court co1rect in holding that the City's approval was 
lawful? 
Determinative lnw: 
Park City Land Management Code 
15 .. 7 .. 2. The purpose of the Subdivision 1·egulations is: 
(B) To guide the futttre growth and Development of Park City, in 
aocorda11oe with the Genel'al Plan; 
(C) To prevent ovel'orowding of the land a11d undue congestio11 of 
populatio11; 
(G)To provide thetnost beneficial relationship between the Uses ofland 
and Buildings and the ch-culation of tt:affic, throughout the 
municipality, having pal'ticular regard to the avoidance of c011gestion 
in the Streets a11d highways. 
15-7-S(B). [T]hese regulations are 11ot intended to i11te1fel'e with, abrogate, 01· 
2 
annul any other ordinance, rule or regulation, statute, or other provision of law. 
Where any pl'ovision of these regulafions imposes restrlotions different :from those 
imposed by any othei· provision of these regulations or any other ordinanoe, rule 
or regulation, or other p1·ovision oflaw. whichever provisions are inore restrictive 
01· impose higher standru.·ds shall co.n1J:ol. 
Park City General Plan 
The area at the base of the Park City Mountain Resort is cur.rently zoned 
Recreation Commercial. While the development associated with the ski area itself 
is (and will be) very dense, die RC area to the east: has served as a transition zone 
to lower densities. Tho entire area is cutrently zoned R.ocreation Commercial, To 
better address future development in the area, the following objectives are 
recommended: 
• Examine a11d make modifications to ensure that new structures to the east 
of Empire Avenue provide skier ·bed base, while allow for a tJ.'ansition of 
scale to Park Avenue. Eliminate the option for commercial uses and 
emphaslze tl1at commercial uses occur at the sld resort base only. 
• Specify density requirem.q for the RC zone that inore closely match or 
can.actually be built on the pa:rcela, 
• Refine design guidelines for the area to provide the 11ecessa1'y transition 
between the historic area and the resort al.'ea. 
Standard of review: "On an appeal from a summary judgment, we consider only two 
questions: wh61:her the lowe1· court erred in (1) applying the governing law, and (2) holding that 
no material fact.s were in dispute, Thus, we review the trial court's order of dismissal for 
001Teot11ess.'' Nelson By and Through Stuckman v. Sa/.t Lake City, 919 P.2d 568,571 (Utah 
1996). 
8. Factual summnry. The Appellee, Valley of Love, LLC (Applicant), is atte1npti11g to 
build eight two-bedroom tlllits and two four"bedroou.1 units on a tiny undeveloped portion of lru.1d 
along the eastem side of Em.ph'e A venue hi Park City, Utah. that was, pli.or to tl1e Ordinance in 
dispute, divided into tlu:ee sepal'ate parcels. In order to proceed witl1 development, the Applicant 
sought approval by the City Council of a. proposed ordinance which would re--plat U1e individual 
parcels into a single lot, The separated pru:cels consist of one large parcel of 8,985 sq, ft. and two 
3 
smaller parcels of2,221 sq. ft, and 1,676 sq. ft. The combination of these three parcels creates a 
lot totaling 12,882.62 sq, ft. 'I11e City and the Applicai1t contend that the combination of the lots 
allows significantly more 1-esiden.tlal units than would be permitted without the combination, 
That syi1ergy violates the City'.s own laws and past practices, 
With the required setbacks and the floor area. ratio (the total size of the buildings various 
floors divided by the size of the lot) being 1.0, the larger lot would have allowed for 8,985 sq. ft. 
of floor space to be built while no development would have been permitted on the smaller two 
lots. The Applicant,s planned 10-unit development on the combined parcel will have a :floor 
space of 12,882 sq. ft. 
On Maroh 3, 2010 Park City ca.used to be published, and thus become effective, 
Ol'dinance No. 10-08 whioh had been approved by a vote of the City Council. The Ordinance 
approved the combination of the three parcels of land, each of which had a separate legal 
description and tax identification, into a single lot located at 1440 Empire Avenue. 
The Appellants filed a complaint against the Appellees claiming that the Ordinance 
violated provisions of the Pal'lc City Land Management Code and General Plan. All parties fl.led 
motions for swnm.aiy judgment. At the oral argument on the Motions the City aclmowledged 
that it had, on 0th.et· occasions, limited the density of a subdivision/lot combination to ensure 
compliance with the Code and General Pla11. The District Court granted the Motions by the City 
and the Applicant 011 December 2, 2014. 
10. Related appeals, Olsen v Park City. 2013 UT App 262, 
11. Attachments. The Final Order and Judgme11t from which the appeal is taken is 
attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
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DATED: Jenua.ryf.f:, 2015. 
BRUCE R. BAilIDt PC 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/ Appellants 
BT, /ti 
Bruce R. Baird 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 171".Aday of January, 2015, I mailed, by First Class United 
States Mail, postage prepaid, a true and correct copy of the foregoing DOCKETING 
STATRMBNT to the following: 
ErloP. Lee 
Brady L. Rasmussen 
JONES WALDO HOLBROOK & MCDONOUGH, PC 
1441 West Ute Boulevard, Suite 330 
Park City, Utah 84098 
ELee@joneswaldo,oom 
Polly Samuels McLean 
PARK CITY ATI'ORNEY,S OFFICE 
445 Marsac Aye, 
P.O. Box 1480 
Pad.c City, Utah 84060 
pmclean@parkcity.org 
1~1 
BmJe R. Baird 
Atto1'hey fo1• Plaintiffs/ ApPellants 
6 
EXHIBIT A 
7 
Tllo Order of Court Is stated below: 
Datod: Deomnbor 02, 2014 /11/ Todd 
Eric P. Lee (4870) 
JONES WALDO HOLBROOK & MCDONOUGH, PC 
1441 West Ute Boulevard, Suite 330 
Park City, Utah 84098 
Telephone: (43S) 655R3071 
Facsimile: (435) 200..0084 
Attorneya for Respondent Valley of Love, LLC 
05:02:21 PM Dlstrio 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
1N AND FOR SUMMIT COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
DAVID and ROSEMARY OLSEN; DIANNE and 
WILLIAM NEWLAND; RICK MARGOLIS, 
Petltionel's, 
vs. 
PARK CITY MUNICIPAL CORPORATION, and 
VALLEY OF LOVE, LLC, 
Respondents. 
FINAL ORDER AND JUDGMENT 
Civil No. 110500786 
Judge Todd M. Shaughnessy 
Thls matter came before the Court for oral argument on the parties' cross-motions for summary 
judgment on October 27, 2014. Bruce R. Baird appeared for Petitioners, Polly Samuels McLean 
appeared for Respondent Perk City Municipal Corporation, at1d Eric P. Lee appeared for 
Respondent Valley of Love, LLC. 
Having reviewed the pm-ties' written 81lbmissions and hem! oral argumen4 the Couti: ruled from 
the bench, concluding: 
1. TI1e material facts.are not in dispute. 
2, To lhe extentPetiµoners challenge Ordinance No. 10-08 as arbitrary or caprlclous, 
the cha!Ienge fails. When a muniolpality makes a land use decision as a function 
December 02, 2014 05:02 PM 1 of3 
I I 
Bruoe R. Baird 
Attorney for Petitioners 
PARK CITY MUNICIPAL CORPORA'I'ION 
Isl PolJy Samuels McLean 
Polly Samuels McLean 
Attorney for Respondent Parle City Municipal Corporation 
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